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Topologicai groups whose topology can be induced by a total order are characteded 
up to homeomorphism. In particular, anon-met&able topoiogioal group is in this class 
if and only if it has a cotahy ordered base at the identity consisting of (cloned and) open 
subgroups. Another characterization is a generailition 0:: an earlier esult !for metriz- 
able groups. 
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Venkataraman, Rajagopalan and Soundararajan [ 81 have Gkaracter- 
ized an! metrizable topological groups which are linearly orderAle aq 
topologicaf spaces. The purpose of this paper is to characd:t:rixe th;  non- 
met&able groups whkh ave this linearization property. 
In what follows, (G, 9) will always cknotc, aHausdorff topolo 
group. Given a linearly (totally) ordered set (X, <), we d&!ncs, for each 
pak a, b E, x’, the intervals 
(a,b)={xEX:a<x<b), 
(a,&] =(xEXfa<xaJ), 
* Supt>ort;d by an N§F Postdoctoral 
writing. 
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A topological space (X, 9) is 1irze~Zy s~iie~u& if there exists a linear 
order < on X such that the sets of the form (a, +a) =(x E .X: a < x) 
and (--,14) = (x E X: x < b} mnstitute a subbase for 7. The group 
(C&T’) will be called topokagicaZ2’ orderable if it is orderable in this 
sense. (It need not be orderable in the algebraic. sense.) The composite 
object (G, 9,6), where < is an order which induces 9, will be called a 
topotogkzllg/ ordered group. 
Ft was shown in [8] that every topologically orderable group (G,?) 
with a nontrivial component must contain an open normal subgroup H 
which is topologically isomorphic to the additive group R of real num- 
hers with the usual topology. Hence (G, 9) is homeomorphic to a pro- 
duct of R with a discrete space. In particular, (G,9) is met&able. 
Therefore, every non-metrizable, topologicaJly orderable group is to- 
tally disconnected and hence [23 of covering. dimension zero. 
En [2] it was shown that every metric space of covering dimenskjn 
zero is orderable. A corollary is that a &xetrizable, totally disconnected 
topological group is topslogically orderable if and only if it is of Icover- 
ing dimension zero. In the nonmetrizable case this zerodimensionality 
of (G,7’) is not enough. However, there is a characterization f metric 
spaces of covering dimension zero whose generalization does work: 
heorem 1 [ 5 1. A metric space X is of covering dimension zero if and 
only if there exists a family g = { CM, : a E d } of partitions g Ql of X 
in to clopen (closed and open.) sets, to tally ordered by refinement, 
whose members together constitute a buse for X. 0 
If we drcsp the metrizability condition on X, the class of spaces de- 
fined by the second condition does not include all spaces of covering 
dimension zero. But it does give us a characterization f totally discon- 
nected, topologically orderable groups, asI we will see. 
First we will show that every topologically orderable group (G, 9) 
has a totally ordered base of neighborhoods at the identity element 1 
(and hence at every point). 
esrly ordered set. A point x of X is: 
he: supremum of the points strictly . 
a < x). Let QI be a cardinal number. If
en x has co~~~Zity at 
ts strictly be10 
we” and “cofina 
3. Let (G, 7, GE be a topolugic~lly ordered soup. If ‘the idend$t;y 
element Z of G is bslated neither from above nor from below, then its 
cc;finality from above equals its cofinality from below. 
Proof. Assume that the cofinality af 1 from below is CII, while its cofin- 
ality from above is strictly greater. Let {B,: 7 < or} be a system of neigh- 
lxrhoods of 1 satisfying: 
(1) B, = (Q~, b,) for some points a*, b, ,’ 
(2) B,,,IB;~l C B, for all :r, 
(3)limn, = 1. 
LetB=tl 7x Q! B,. Then B contains an interval I[ 1, b] with b + 1 c Let 
c E (1, b). Since a7 $ B,, a,c $ B7+1 (indee& c-1 E B;&). Therefore, 
a,e 4 [ 1 ,b] for all T. So c is not in the closure of {q: 7 < a!), contra- 
dicting (3). 0 
We thus have: 
Theorem 4. Let (G, 7, <) be a topoZogicully ordered group. Imere is a 
totally ordered base for the .neighborhsods of the identity element of C. 
F!Oof. If 1 is isolated from above or below, thle result is clear. The case 
where 1 ie: Isolated neither from above nor below is taken care of by 
Lemma 3.0 
Topological groups with a toit:illlly ordered base at the identity have a 
vejry pleasing characterization,. 
Wheorern 5, Let (G, T) be Q tqnlogical group in which the identiky e * 
ment has Q totally ordered ZCKU~! base. I7%en either 
(1) 6;: is metrizable or 
(2) G has a totully o&red bz rtal buse cat 
&pen su ups. 
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cessive symmetic neighborhoods Un such that Uz c U” _1. The intersec- 
tion of the Ur (by uncountable cofinality of the local base) is a ne 
borhood also, and a clopen subgroup. It is easy to arrange things so that 
the resulting subgrotips are also toMy ordered by inclusion. Moreover, 
if G is linearly ordered, we can take the sets Un to be open intervals, 
and then their intersection will also be an Gpen interval (and a closed 
subspace). It need not be an interval of the form (a&), however. It may 
be that it has no greatest element, while the set of points strictly above 
it has no least element (cf. Remark 14 below)Xl 
Using entirely similar methods, one can also show (again, this is part 
of the folklore) that every space having a uniformity with a totally or- 
dered base is either met&able or has a base for its topology like that 
described in condition (4) of our main theorem: 
Theorem 6. Let (G, 9’) be a topological group which is not met&able. 
The following are cquivalen t: 
( 1) (G, 9’) is topt,i@icaZly orderable. 
(2) The identity element of G has a totally ordered local base. 
(3) The identity element of G3as a totally ordered local base consist- 
ing of clopen subOgroups. 
(4) There exists a base c16 for 9 which is the union of a family 
V = { %!! : r C a} of partitions of G into clopen sets, such that 39, re- 
fines TO whenever T > 0. 
Proof. That (1) implies (2) and (2) implies (3) is immediate fro#m Theorems 
4 and 5. It is also clear that (4) implies (2). To show that (3) implies (4), 
let {H.. : 7 < a} be a well-ordered (by reverse inelusion) base for the neigh- 
borhoods of 1, whose members a?e &pen subgroups of G. Since left 
trmslation is a homeomorphism, the left cosets of H7 in,G form a well- 
ordered family of partitions of G into &pen sets which together consti- 
tute a base for G. We must only show that (3) implies (1). 
Let (H, : r < q) be as above. We may assume without loss of general- 
o<tHO if r is a lirrlit -ordinal, and that H7+1 is of infinite 
and an immediate prede- 
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Order the left cosets of Hz by ordering integrally the left cosets con- 
tained in each left coset of 1 separately. Let $ be the following order 
on 6: x $ y if x = y or x is in a “‘lower” coset of H, than is y. I& G2 
be the following order: x $ y if x <, y or if 3e’ is in the same left coset 
of HI as, y but is in a lower lefl: cose:t bf Hz than i,s y. 
In general, suppose we have de%\ed +. We repeat the above process, 
substituting T for 1 and 7 + 1 for 2. And if we have defined z;E, foi a!1 
Q < T and 7 is a limit ordinal, then we let G7 be the order “X 6,. y if 
x Ga y for some 0 6 T.” 
For < we take the order Gar, the common refinement of the orders 
G7’ This is a linear order because for any two distinct points there will 
be a subgroup with respect o which these points are irm distinct left 
cosels; and < is compatible with the topology. For:, any point x con- 
tained in (a, +w) has the property that a + x for some 7, so that 
xHr c (a, -w), and x is in the topological interior of (~5, +m). A similar 
argument works for the sets (- 06, b). On the other hand, if V’is a left 
coset of Ha for some 7, then for any x E V there exist y, z in V such 
that y <7+9 x < AT+11 z. In other words, (y,z) C V and so I/ is a union of 
open intetials. izi 
We can also consider all totally disconnected topologically orderable 
groups ~92 masse: 
Theorem 7. Let (G, T) be a topological group. The following are equi- 
valen t: 
( 1) G IS topologicallgv orderable and totally d&connected. 
(2) dim G = 0, and G is topobogica@y orderable. 
(3) There exists a base c10 for 7 which is the union of a w&ordered 
family 9 = ( VT: 7 < a} of partitions of G into clopen sets such that 
V, rejfnes VO whenever T > O. 
roof. By Theorem 6 it suffices to prove this for (G,9) met&able. No 
(1) implies (2) from [2], quoted earlier. From (2) it follows tfla,t he 
is a non-Archimedean’ maetric nducing the topology as sh 
de Groat [ 11. Let Vn bl~s the partition of G into the balls 
B(y, 1 /n) = (X : d(x,y) C. 1 In}. Since these balls are clearly 
a fixed ~2, we obtain (3), Finally, (1) follows from (3 
ity of any metric space of covering dimensis 
max 
sat:sfies 
Y* 
the strong i w 
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f uxuse the authors of :[B] have alre characterized those topol- 
ups which se not t lly.disconnected as being 
a clopHJ subgroup omorphic to the real line 
thus have a characterization of all topological groups whose to- 
can be indluced by a linear order. 
eorem 7 has the curious corollary tha:$ G is topologically orderable 
tally disconnected if and only if any finite Cartesian power of G 
has these properties. Knowing that a topolcsgically orderable group with 
a nontrivial component contains a copy of , and knowing from elemen- 
tary topology that R2 is not orderable, we can say that the only topol- 
ogically orderable groups whose squares are not orderable are the obvious 
ones. 
Returning to Theorem 6 for a moment, we see that it has the following 
consequence: 
Theorem 8. Every topoZogicalZy orderabZe gmup G is hereditari[y para- 
compact. 
roof. If G is metrizable, this is clear. Otherwise we use the fact that any 
space with a base as described in (4) of Theorem 6 is paracompact. (The pro- 
perty described is clearly hereditary.) To shawl ths, we simply Jet 3c be 
any open cover of G and for each x E G we let VA = U{ V: V E V+ for 
some r, x E V, ar.4 V c U for some U E ‘W). Sinciz the family 99 is well 
ordered in the crucial direction, the union is in one @f the V, and, so 
{ 5: x E 6) refines V and is a partition of G into (el)open sets. c3 
Theorem 8 could also have bet- ahown by rsoiti 
Axchimedean, that is, there exists a. ba.se 36 for C 
members B,, B2 of c10 with B, n !:I # $9, we have either B, c B2 oar 
.I32 C B,. Indeed, every non-Archimnedean space is (hereditarily) para- 
compact [4, Theorcsm 41. 
A well-known result concerning ordered topological spaces is that 
they are hereditarily cour&tably pamcompact aund hereditarily collec- 
tionwise normal. Now we see that a group structure yields a little more! 
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e identity (cf. [8], or [3, rt III, Theorem 73). irh ahis in min 
and. with the help of Theorem 5, we obtain a substantially simplified 
proof of half of [8, Theorem 2.59: 
eorem 9. Every ZocaZly compact, to t&y disconnected, topoZogicdly 
orderable group C is either discrete or has a &pen subgroup hs 
morphic to the Cantor set. 
Proof. Let .H be a compact, clopen sub,group of G. From Theorem 5 (2) 
it follows that His met&able. In&ed, suppose not; then the basic 
subgroups it contains, being totally ordered, are countable in nun&r. 
The cosets of each of these in H are finite in number, making H metriz- 
able - a contradiction,, 
If G is not discrete, neither is H. Nence H is dense in itself. Moreover, 
it is compact, me&able and totally disconnected, and therefklre 
homeomorphic to the Cantor set. CJ 
From this theoreim and [ 8, Theorem 2.41 (or even Theorem 5 iobove), it
follows immesti.ately that every locally compact opologically crderabl 
group is metrizable. 
Remark IO. From Theorem 5 it follows that any non-met&able, to 
logically orderable group is a P-space, i.e., a space in which a countable 
intersection of open sets is open. In fact, if the cofin,ality of th 
from either direction is a, then any intersection of fewer than 
sets is open. This makes it trivial to construct a P-sp:tce with no is&t 
points: Let V be a vector space (over any field) whose basis is ( 
md let VT be the subspace spanned by the set B, =(x,: 7 < 01. 
sejt of all VT bf: a base for the neighborhoods of the identity. 
rmark 11. One cannot in general expect H7 to be a normal su 
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Remark 12. Topological ordetig of a group is quite distinct from alge- 
braic ordering. An algebraic ordering picks out a subset P of a grou,p G 
(‘“the set of positive elements”) such that G is the disjoint union o:iY, 
1, and F I. It is required that P be closed under the binary group opera- 
tion. Immediately we obtain the necessary condition that every elelnent 
of G other 4than the identity is of infinite order. Requiring that the order 
i.nduced by P (via the definition x > y if xy-” E P) be compatible vrith 
a given topology on G further restricts our options. For example, it is 
easy to show th;at he only algebraic orderings of the additive group Z 
of integers are tlhe usual one and its du:al, both of which turn Z into a 
discrete space. Rut there are many topologies on 2 compatible with the 
group structure, for example the p-adic topology for a given p. With this 
topology, Z is a metrizable group of covering dimension zero, and is 
therefore topologically orderab?e. But it has no isolated points, so that 
it is not orderable in both senses imultaneously. 
Remark 13. In the light of Remark 12, it is gratifying to note that apzy 
aZgebraicalIy ordered group with the order topology is a topological 
group. 
To show this, we can use the fact that translation is order-preserving 
(if x < y , then xz C yz and zx < zy for all z E G) and inversion is order- 
reversing (if x < y then x-l > y-l)* It is clear that inversion is contima- 
ous. To show, for each neighborhood FV of 1, the existence of a neigh- 
borhood V with p c IV, proceed as follows. Pick x > 1 such that 
( x-l, x) C W, pick z such that z < x, and let {x7: 7 C (Y} be a net con- 
verging to 1 from above. (If no such z or no such net exists, then G is 
d&r&e and we are done.) Now {zx,) converges to z, and we need only 
pick .JC~ such that x, < z, zx, < x, whence (xJ2 < zx, < X. So we let 
V = (J+J. 
Remark 14. If an algebraically ordered group G contains a point which 
is isolated from either above or below, then (by the order-theoretic pro- 
perties of inversion and translation) the point is isolated from the other 
direction, hence G is discrete. (This was used in the parenthe:tical com- 
ment in the proof of Remark 13.) So if G is not discrete, then an open 
interval of the form (a, 6) cannot have a greatest or least element and 
so cannot be closed in the order topology. This illustrates the comment 
following Theorem 5. 
Remark I§. A non-discrete, Dedekind complete, algebraically ordered 
group is connected. Indeed, if Q = (z: z > 1, z is in the same component 
as 1) is bounded above, it has a least upper bound b which is in the 
closure of , hence contained in Q. ut by a simple translation argu- 
ment, b* is in the same component as b, hence 62 is in (2. Since b* 3 b, 
W alre b* = b, so b = 1 and G is discrete. 
e even have the famous result that any non-discrete, al 
ordered, Dedekind-complete group is order isomorphk to 
In the case of topologically ordered groups there is slightly more leeway, 
but even there, every Dedekind complete ordered group is locally com- 
pact, hence metrizable. 
Remark 16. Any totally disconnected topologically orderable group is 
non-Archimedean by Theorem 7 (3), a condition which is strictly 
stronger than the property of being non-Archimedean. It can be shown 
to characterize the productively non-Archimedean spaces. (A space X 
is productively .non-Archimedean if its product with some non-discrete 
space Y is non-Archimedean.) It also characterizes those spaces which 
can be embedded as subspaces in som.e set Ai with the natural topology 
as described by Steiner and Steiner [4,6]. A related characterization k 
this: a productively non-Archimedean space is a space which can be 
embedded as a subspace in a projective limit of a totally ordered trans- 
finite sequence of discrete spaces {X,: T < a} with uniaue maps Xr + Xa A 
whenever 7 > B. 
Question. Is every productively non-Archimedean space linearly order- 
able? 
In other words, is it possible to go directly from (4) to (1) in Theorem 
6 without using the fact that G is a group? The straightforward general- 
ization of the proof that (3) implies 9 1) runs into trouble at a limit or- 
dinal r if some member of VT is finite, Similarly, Herrlich’s proof t&t 
every metric space of covering dimension zero is orderable [Z] cann;, 
be. directly generalized, Of course9 it is easy to show that any spa 
fying (4) can be embedded as a subspace of a linearly ordered to 
cal space. 
Remark 17. Productively non-Archimedean spaces, together with 
able spaces, constitute the cl.ass of those spaces whit 
ity with a totally ordered base (see comment follo 
is identical with the class OQ ~,+Mrizable spaces 27 
ally defined by Sikorski as those spaces X with a distance function 
), where G is a11 algebraically ordered graup, the distance 
required to mtisfy al!1 the fomal properties of a metric. 
s, by Theorem 6, i non-metrizable top&gkal group is topologically 
orderable if and only if it admits a 66metricg9 with values in an algebmic- 
ally ordered gmup. 
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